
Light Tok - Video Contest 

RULES OF PARTICIPATION 
  

DESCRIPTION 

The Light Tok is a video contest that will be held on Instagram as a chance to spread                  

research carried out by young researchers. 

ORGANIZATION 

This contest is organized by the Área Joven SEDOPTICA with the sponsorship of the Optical               

Society (OSA) and the Spanish Optical Society (SEDOPTICA). 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The terms of this contest are: 

1. This call is opened to young researchers in different stages of their            

academic/professional career: degree, master, PhD students, and PhDs that have          

defended their thesis less than 2 years before the submission date. Any of these              

conditions must be certified. 

2. Videos must be related with Light-based technologies, Optics and Photonics. 

3. Participants must publish a short video (1 minute maximum) in English or Spanish             

explaining in an informative/accessible way the research they are carrying out in order to              

reach all kinds of public. Additionally, all participants must: 

a. Follow Área Joven SEDOPTICA on Instagram (@ajsedoptica). 

b. Like the publication of the contest. 

c. Tag friends in the comments of the publication. 

d. Include the hashtag #lighttok when publishing the video 

4. Each participant can publish only one video that has not been presented to any other               

contest or activity. 

                    

 



5. Videos must be published from 6 to 31 October 2020, both included. All videos              

published out of this period will not be considered. 

Those videos that do not follow these instructions will not be considered for the contest. 

AWARDS 

The three finalists will be awarded with 300 USD (first place), 200 USD (second place) and                

100 USD (first place). 

JURY 

The jury will be composed of the Area Joven’s management board with the possible              

participation of invited guests. The date for the announcement of the winners will be              

revealed during the contest period. Afterwards, all the videos will be published in the              

YouTube channel of SEDOPTICA.  

REPRODUCTION RIGHTS 

The participants give the rights of reproduction and distribution of the videos to the Área               

Joven SEDOPTICA that could publicly publish or use them in the development of material              

related to socio-academic activities. 

Any publication of the work by the Área Joven will always include the author’s name and, in                 

any case and under no circumstance, it will be used for lucrative purposes or economic               

exploitation. 

The participants are completely responsible about that no third parties hold rights to the              

uploaded videos and they will respond to any complaint regarding image/video rights or any              

other right put forward by third parties. 

ACCEPTANCE OF RULES 

The participation in this contest assumes acceptance of the rules described in this             

document, as well as the consequences, rights and duties that may arise from them. The               

organization reserves the right to disqualify any work which topic is not related to those               

described in this document or if considered inappropriate. 

Any unforeseen circumstance will be settled unilaterally by the Área Joven SEDOPTICA.   

                    

 


